oriented systems, focus on supporting user queries that can span more than one database. Examples include TAMBIS [9] , BACIIS [12] and Biomediator [16] ; and to some extent workflow systems such as Taverna [17] . With respect to data integration approaches, three main alternatives have been deployed: data warehouse, data linkage, and wrappermediator. In the wrapper-mediator approach, the integrated data is not physically stored at the integration system as it is in the warehouse approach. Rather, it is obtained at the time of the query using the wrappers to interface with the data sources and the mediator to generate a uniform view of the data for the integration system. This principal advantage of the mediator approach is that it fits very well with the ever growing number of databases and their short life expectancy [2] .
Moving the data search into the data systems view
The data search behavior of pre-genomics era researchers was largely a one-gene-at-a-time approach. Indeed, transitioning from wet-lab experiments progressively towards more insilico experiments, post-genomics researchers will often start from an incomplete biological entity, such as the DNA sequence, and use available databases to annotate the entity with multiple biological features (or facets) to build a more comprehensive perspective. To address these types of queries, current databases and the majority of existing portal systems typically provide users with a keyword search, where results are given as a list of topranked records that match the query. Clicking on, or selecting, any record will retrieve additional annotated information about the target record including references to other databases. This record-based approach is clearly not scalable when considering the number of returned records from databases, especially with portals integrating several complementary databases. Systems such as GeneCards [18] are closer to providing users with a more comprehensive view of the records without having to search for other databases (in addition to other options such as advanced search and output parameters). However, the record-based approach requires the user to "click" on each record sequentially to progress through the rest of the features (facets) and to manually compare returned records. High-throughput technologies and advances in next-generation sequencing have placed an increasing emphasis on the need for a systems level approach to the study of the life sciences, with the generation of hundreds of thousands of genomic and proteomic data points rather than only a few hundreds. Concurrent with these developments, there is an increasing need to perform bioinformatics studies at this systems level, as well as the gene level. For example, a protein such as Notch1 which is involved in lymphocyte development acting at the cell surface, could be the starting point for searches on associated signaling and metabolic pathways, protein-protein interactions, transcriptional regulatory networks, and drug targets important in this system. A holistic systems level search will provide the geneticist or developmental biologist a clear an advantage in terms of time, effort, and knowledge gain, previously unattainable by record-based searches. Specific applications exploring the relationships between biological entities such as protein-protein interactions, e.g., the DIP database [19] , already provide a systems view. Biological databases and database portals are currently lacking in this pivotal capability. A faceted classification approach provides a multi-dimensional view of the data that can be used to both group and aggregate the data. Similar to the OLAP approach and data cube technology [20] , biological data can be represented by a set of biological features or facets (i.e. dimensions) such as gene information, pathway information, drug targets information, etc. These facets can in turn be used to conduct an interactive, discovery-driven search where the user can navigate through the multi-dimensional data, refining the search by drilling down or rolling-up any hierarchical facet and/or by combining multiple facets.
A multi-faceted data integration approach for querying biological databases
We propose Biofacets, a multi-faceted data integration system for querying biological databases. The key feature of Biofacets is the support of multi-faceted searching/browsing of biological databases, thus providing a true representation of the system view of biological data. Biofacets is based on a wrapper approach where search queries submitted to Biofacets are relayed to the integrated biological databases, and results are aggregated on the fly using the multi-faceted scheme. The main contribution of the paper encompasses the following: -Demonstrate the potential of multi-faceted paradigm in advancing biomedical research. -Understand the challenges that surround the building of wrapper-based multi-faceted data integration system for biological databases. -Describe the solution we propose to address these challenges. Specifically, we describe the evolution of Biofacets architecture that led to a more scalable and reliable infrastructure.
Related work

Data integration of biological databases
While the focus of Biofacets is to primarily empower biological databases with faceted searching/browsing, data integration issues are closely linked to the project. As described in section 1, several integration systems have been proposed in the bioinformatics community (see [2] for a recent survey). Integration Systems vary from simple but powerful settledwarehouse solutions to more flexible ones using technologies such as mashups that expose the researchers to a greater control and therefore more apriori informatics knowledge in resolving the integration issues. Recently, hybrid solutions [21] involving the semantic web and the wrapper-mediator integration approach (also known as view integration) have provided a step forward towards leveraging the flexibility of the available integration architectures while reducing the impact of the semantic heterogeneity that characterizes biological databases. Note though, we have yet to see the impact of new paradigms such as dataspace systems [22, 23] that offer a less rigid but perhaps more expandable integration architecture in designing new biological data integration systems. Biofacets uses a wrapper mediated approach on Local As View (LAV) data model approach as opposed to a Gloabl As View (GAV) approach [24] . This approach is particularly flexible for data sources that are less stable as is the case for biological databases (see section 3 for more details). Another feature of the Biofacets data integration approach is that, as a portal, the mapping between the global schema and the source schema is straigtforward and the emphasis is on mapping the source schema into the global schema.
Faceted browsing
Faceted searching, the main motivation behind building Biofacets, is less explored in bioinformatics despite its popularity in other applications and in the research community [20, 25, 26] . The majority of research effort providing automatic support for faceted data search is related to (a) the automatic generation of the facets and their hierarchies (hereafter referred to as the faceted scheme), and (b) the design of the faceted user interface. Very little published work is dedicated to the implementation details describing (c) how the facet scheme is to be deployed within a collection; that is, how facets are assigned to records/documents and how the facet values are extracted during query time. a. Automation of the faceted scheme: Before faceted search became a popular topic, several research contributions have been described in the area of document clustering [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . For example, the Scatter/Gather [27] algorithm is based on a recursive version of the agglomerative clustering algorithm. The advantage of clustering is that it is an unsupervised technique. The main criticism addressed to this class of work is that the clustering-based approaches generate a set of features (keywords) as opposed to producing a representative label for each cluster. This method makes their deployment for faceted search not straightforward. Another approach [32] [33] [34] aims at generating hierarchies of terms to support data search/browsing. The subsumption method is proposed in [32] , whereby a term "x" is said to subsume term "y" if P(x/y)≥0.8 and P(y/x)<1. The subsumption relationship is also utilized in [33] where the main contribution is the expansion of the collection terms with external resources such as Wikipedia and Yahoo terms in addition to identifying named entities to help identify the main facets. The automatic method proposed in [34] makes use of hypernyms on WordNet's synsets, together with a hierarchy minimization method to generate the hierarchical scheme. b. Design of the faceted interface: This aspect has drawn the attention of many research works [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , especially the work led by Heart et al. Usability studies [37] were conducted and several guidelines on the design of the faceted interface were described and implemented in the Flamenco Project [41] . These guidelines include availability of aggregate counts at each facet level and combination of facets during refinement. Flamenco intentionally exposes the metadata associated with the images in its database to allow users to navigate along conceptual dimensions or facets describing the images. Software such as FacetMap [32] provides automated tools to develop faceted classification systems. However, it assumes the availability of both data and metadata (i.e. facets scheme) to build the faceted interface. Note that other work [39, 40] displayed the data as two dimensional tables to correlate between facets. c. Mapping between facets and documents/records: Previous work [42] provides a good description of the internal documents and data representation needed to support the faceted classification. They assume that the mapping of the facets to documents is available and that each facet is available as a path of labels in the hierarchical scheme. A modified inverted index together with a forest of facets hierarchies is used to match the query (i.e. keyword with searched facet) to the documents and build their faceted view including the counts at each facet level. They also provide the users with the ability to perform aggregate functions in addition to count, a feature that is very suitable for business intelligence. In Biofacets, the browsing scheme serves as the global schema for the wrapper-mediator data model. Moreover, in the current version of Biofacets, the scheme is generated manually as the main current focus is to showcase how multi-faceted browsing can be leveraged when searching biological databases.
Biofacets design
Biofacets architecture
Biofacets is designed as a client server application to be used as an enhanced portal between researchers and the wealth of databases publicly available in the Web. Figure 1 highlights the various modules of the Biofacets system and their current status in the design/implementation process [43] [44] [45] . The user query is forwarded to the Query Module, which in turn passes it to the Cache Management Module, to determine whether the query has already been cached; in which case the results' URLs are immediately available. In case the query is not cached, it is processed by the Query Module. A keyword search is launched against each integrated database using the source information from the Source Knowledgebase. As results become available from each database, they are passed on to the Faceted Classification Module, which assigns facet values to each record using the Facet Knowledgebase. Finally, the data records, together with the corresponding facet values, are passed on to the Presentation Module, which prepares a presentation file to be viewed via the Web Interface. Note that the results are grouped by facets and no specific ranking is used to list them within a facet.
Fig. 1. Overall Architecture of Biofacets
In the following sections we will detail the core modules essential to Biofacets.
Wrapper-based integration system for searching remote biological databases
Biofacets is both a meta-search engine and an integration system. Results retrieved from the databases can be integrated into a uniform internal representation, thus resolving the heterogeneity issue characterizing biological databases. More precisely, the role of the wrapper is to ensure (i) querying of the supported databases, (ii) extraction of data from retrieved results pages, and (iii) integration of results using a shared terminology into an internal representation. The last two tasks are performed together, though they are two distinct processes. To perform the data integration phase we distinguish between two types of databases: databases that rely only on http-html protocols to make available their data, and databases that support XML as an option for results output. Within the latter group we find databases that provide XML as an output in addition to the HTML support, and databases that provide support for web APIs to query their data with XML as one of the options for output. Next we will describe the wrapper solution for each of these two types of databases.
Databases with no support of XML output
Most of the web-based biological databases are only accessed through http protocol using a web interface requiring integration systems to mimic user search behavior to query them. Biofacets stores the base URL for wrapper use as part of the database schemas in the source knowledge base. The wrapper uses the base URL with user search terms to send the search query. The query results are generally available as html pages with a mix of data and html tags. Extraction rules are necessary to the process of extracting from the HTML pages the data that identify the biological entity (e.g. organism name) and its value (e.g. "Drosophila Hydei"). The first version of Biofacets uses an extended version of HLRT rules [46] for data extraction. The main principle of HLRT rules is the identification of landmarks from which to precisely extract the value of the identified labels. The landmarks located left of the target value are known as "Head" and "Left" delimiters, and those located to the right are known are "Tail" and "Right" delimiters. The wrapper engine uses extraction rules for extracting entities and their values from both summary and extended pages; where summary pages usually include summary information for each record retrieved, and extended pages provide detailed information for one record. The wrapper will use the schema defined for each database to generate the internal representation (both summary and extended) of the results, serialized in XML, to be used by the faceted classification and the presentation modules (Figures 2 and 3 ).
<field name="record"> <extraction_rules> <ld><b>+1:+</b></ld> <rd></rd> </extraction_rules> <field name="protein_definition" save_value="true"> <extraction_rules> <ld>DEFINITION</ld> <rd>ACCESSION</rd> </extraction_rules> </field> </field> Fig. 2 . Sample Summary extraction rules Note that the entity labels (e.g. protein_definition, ncbi_protein_identifier) used to generate the internal representation of the results are part of the facet knowledgebase used to integrate the results of queries resulting from different and heterogeneous databases. Within the first version of Biofacets the database schema ( Figure 2 ) was manually generated. Currently we are working on providing automation support to the process of data extraction and data labeling (see Section 4). Databases schemas include the information necessary to query the database (i.e. the base URL) and to extract the facets and facet values of the labels providing the uniform view of the integrated data, in addition to HLRT rules. These labels are part of the Biofacets knowledgebase (see section 4). 
Databases with support of XML output
The majority of biological databases offering support for XML output are from NCBI [47] and EBI [48] . Both provide access to a large number of databases using (i) APIs to facilitate the querying of databases and/or (ii) an XML representation of query results. For example NCBI Entrez makes available Esearch and Efetch utilities [47] . When dealing with this type of databases, querying still requires URL submission. However, writing extraction rules is reduced to writing XSLT transformation rules [49] ; a standard process as compared to custom HLRT rules. While the XML presentation option is increasing in availability for results presentation, mapping is still required between database-specific entity names (i.e. XML element names/attributes) provided by the database XML output result and the internal labels used by the internal XML result presentation as provided by the facet knowledgebase (for integration purposes).
A facet-based data model for results integration
The main feature of the Biofacets system is the proposal of a dynamic, hierarchical, and faceted classification approach that supports the categorization of query results by dynamically assigning facets to retrieved data records. The main difference between a static facet approach and a dynamic approach lies in the fact that for a static approach, the assignment of facets to data items is statically performed a priori before the faceted system is deployed. This assignment uses either metadata information provided with the data or the expertise of professionals. This is the case of the faceted systems supporting commercial Web sites such as Amazon.com. On the other hand a dynamic faceted scheme is deployed on the fly to assign facets to retrieved results. Therefore, the specification of a dynamic faceted classification approach includes determining the methods by which facets are assigned to each data item.
Specification of the faceted classification model
A facet is simply a method of classification. It groups together results with the same value for a particular category or field and provides a view of the result set classified according to each of these categories. The categories defined are mutually exclusive and hence facets are orthogonal. Using faceted classification, a record is described by combining facet values. In Amazon.com a subset of the facets used to describe clothes, for example, are price, brand and size. We define a facet using three criteria: (i) its depth, (ii) its depth generation, (iii) and its value assignment. With the first criterion a facet can be either flat such as the "Color" facet, or hierarchical such as the "Location" facet. The "Location" facet is hierarchical as it can be broken down into the "Country" facet, then into "State/Province" facet; and finally into the "City" facet. Regarding the assignment of values to facets, we identify two approaches: static or dynamic. Static facets are facets for which the value assigned to a record is determined without the knowledge of the record; usually using the information about the database to which the record belongs. For example, the static facet "Data Type" will take a fixed value from the predefined set (e.g. {protein, gene, literature}). On the other hand, a dynamic facet is a facet for which the value assigned to a record depends on the record value. In this context and based on a comprehensive survey of a large set of biological databases, we identified two main methods by which values are assigned to facets. More precisely, the value of a facet is either directly available within the targeted record or indirectly obtained using the information provided by the record. In the latter case, the facet value is extracted from a third party database. This has led to the specification of three types of classification rules for facet value assignment viz. the fixed value, field value and lookup value rules. The fixed value rule is used with static facets and assigns a predefined value to each record belonging to a particular database. The field value and lookup value rules are used with dynamic facets. The field value rule assigns the value of a field in a record as the facet value for that particular record, while the lookup value rule does query another database to obtain the facet value. Facet depth generation concerns hierarchical facets and specifies whether the hierarchy of the facet is known a priori before it is deployed by the classification process or it is dynamically generated during the classification process. The need for dynamically generating a facet hierarchy is proposed to take into account large exhaustive hierarchies such as the organism hierarchy for which only a subset is generally needed for a query. Moreover this hierarchy is developed and maintained by third party organizations, such as Newt [50] and NCBI for organism facet. For dynamically generated facet hierarchies, the classification rule is a combination of lookup value rule and the depth parameter. The lookup value rule is used to obtain the partial tree locating a record in the facet hierarchy, and the depth parameter is used during the dynamic hierarchy generation to specify the depth of the generated hierarchy obtained by combining the partial trees of the records. Assignment of facet values to records is decided at the data source level. Thus, records from the same data source will share the same set of facets; each facet is assigned using the same rule. Therefore, for each database supported by Biofacets, one needs to specify the set of rules that apply to the data source, and the instantiation of the facet rule. For a static facet (e.g. "Data Type"), the static value is specified (e.g. "protein type" for NCBI Entrez (Protein)). For a dynamic facet, we specify the type of rule applied, as well as the fields or the third party data sources involved (figure 4).
<facet fname="literature" facet_value_range="dynamic" isHiearchicalDynamic="false"> <facet fname="authors" facet_value_range="dynamic" isHiearchicalDynamic="false"> <terminal_non_hierarchical_dynamic_node> <database dname="pubmed" classification_method="field_value"> <classification_rule> <field_value_computation_rule> <field>authors</field> </field_value_computation_rule> </classification_rule> </database>
Fig. 4. Faceted classification specification extract
The set of classification rules that assigns facet values to each facet, for each database, is referenced hereafter as the database_facets_mapping. Facets hierarchy (or faceted scheme) and database_facets_mapping are serialized using XML. XML schema is used to specify the structure of a faceted scheme and classification rules supported by Biofacets. A facet specification ( Figure  4 ) includes its name (e.g. literature), its facet type (i.e. static, dynamic), whether it is hierarchical or not, and whether its hierarchy is dynamic or not. Each facet type is specified by the facet classification rule(s) that can be used to extract facet values from data sources. XML schemas are used to validate a new facet or a new database added to the Biofacets system. Facets' specification and the database_facets_mapping (XML instance and XML schema) compose the facets schemas, which is part of the Facets Knowledgebase (see Figure 1) . Note that while facets schema specifies the structure of the facets and databases classification rules, the design of the faceted schema itself is a separate task part of the designing of the Biofacets' ontology.
Assigning facets to data records
The algorithm we propose for assignment of facet values described in [51] uses database_facets_mapping to assign facet values to the set of records for the specified facet, for each database. The faceted classification module receives a set of records extracted from the summary result page. If the type of facet is static, the corresponding value is extracted from the database_facets_mapping file and assigned to all records. If the facet is dynamic, each record in the summary information is processed. More precisely, if the classification method is field value, the field specified in the database_facets_mapping is searched in the extracted summary information. If present, its value is assigned to the record for the specified facet. Otherwise, the extended extraction rules are applied in an attempt to find the field. If the field is not found in both, a value of "undefined" is assigned. In case of the lookup value method, the record with a given value for the lookup field is searched for in the third party database (both the lookup field and the third party database are specified in database_facets_mapping). Once the record is located, a facet value is assigned similarly to the field value method. Note that for the databases with support of XML output, the summary XML pages contain only the identifiers of records that satisfy the search query. The information to be used by Biofacets is in the extended XML pages.
Faceted classification for data querying and result browsing
Faceted classification can be used to support researchers (1) in browsing the results returned by the integrated databases; (2) and in targeting the search (i.e. advanced) query; with the ability to specify a set of values for a given facet at the time the query is submitted; for example, searching within the facet protein name for records with protein name "tyr". These values submitted to guide the search will then be used to filter out the results before they are displayed to the user. While the first goal is overall supported by the current prototype ( Figures 5-7 ), the second goal is supported to the extent that researchers can specify the facet they are interested to find data records about.
Fig. 5. Biofacets Main Entry Page
With keyword search, users can specify which facets they want results to be grouped by. Once the results are displayed, the user can refine them by zooming-in (specialization) or zooming-out (generalization) in the facet hierarchy. As part of the refinement, the user can also select another main facet to narrow down the results using a combination of facets. To facilitate the process of searching and refinement, we incorporate state-of-the-art guidelines into building Biofacets' interface [52] . This include features such as the display of the record count at each level of the facet hierarchy, and the indication of the list of the facets involved in the current displayed results with the bread crumb technique. The main entry page to Biofacets ( Figure 5 ) includes information about the main facets supported by the integration system, and the databases currently supported 1 , in addition to standard information such as contact information list of publications, etc. , depicts the results returned by the search for records related to "tyr". The facets data source, protein information and gene information are expanded to highlight some of their sub-facets. To each (sub) facet the number of records for which the facet has a value is displayed. The records matching are summarized using a table. This summarization technique is becoming very popular with biological databases. We choose the following facets to summarize the content of the records: database name, gene name, protein name, pathway ID, organism name, gene ontology term, and literature pubmed ID. Links to the original records are also provided for each record.
Fig. 7. NCBI Database Results
In figure 7 , the user clicks on NCBI databases facet and the initial results are filtered using this facet. Only the records corresponding to NCBI databases are displayed in the main frame of the results page. Figure 7 also shows the progression of the bread crumb option to help the user keep track of the filtering process he/she is performing. Note that the bread crumb option can also be used to zoom-in and zoom-out in the results.
Part of the future work is to conduct an evaluation and validation of Biofacets' browsing interface in order to ensure that Biofacets is tailored to researchers searching and browsing needs.
Biofacets knowledgebase
Biofacets knowledgebase is the backbone for Biofacets system. It includes (1) the source knowledgebase deployed by the query module, and is composed of the schema of the integrated databases; (2) the facet knowledgebase composed of the faceted scheme and its formal description, facets schemas, which is used by the classification module; (3) and Biofacets ontology used as a common terminology by both the wrapper to reconcile between the heterogeneity of the integrated data, and by the classification to support the vocabulary used by the faceted scheme. While the faceted scheme vocabulary is part of the Biofacets ontology, its structure is not a subset of the Biofacets ontology; the main reason being that the faceted scheme is used for results browsing and query refinement while the Biofacets ontology is used as an internal representation data model.
Biofacets ontology design
An ontology is the specification of a conceptualization as it consists of a set of concepts expressed by using a controlled vocabulary and the relationships among these concepts, which are used to infer the meanings of these concepts. In bioinformatics, ontologies are becoming popular data models. They can be classified, according to their use, into three categories: domain-specific, task-oriented, and general [53] . An example of a domainspecific ontology includes Gene Onotology GO [54] . Examples of task-oriented ontologies include EcoCyc [55] , TAMBIS [9] and BACIIS [56] . Biofacets ontology falls into this category as its purpose is to facilitate the task of categorizing data records. More precisely, Biofacets ontology was designed to satisfy the following:  Provide a shared terminology to allow mapping between databases' specific terms by having them correspond to unique terms provided by the terminology  Provide support for the hierarchical structure that characterizes faceted classification schemes  Provide support for other relationships between concepts in addition of the parentchild relationship. While the first two conditions can be provided by a general taxonomy, the third condition requires the use of ontologies to represent more than subsumption relations between concepts. Provision for such relationships is important to support automatic assignment of facets to databases (see section 4). In addition to including concepts in biology domains (e.g. DNA sequence), concepts related to bioinformatics (e.g. id of a protein) also need to be represented in the ontology. Moreover, general concepts such as those related to disease or literature information are also part of the shared vocabulary. Task-oriented ontologies such as Mygrid [57] and SIBIOS [58] are too complex for the purposes of Biofacets, as these ontologies are designed to support in-silico experiments, deploying both databases and analytical tools such as NCBI Blastn [59] . Leveraging on our experiences building BACIIS [56] and SIBIOS [58] ontologies, we adopted an incremental design of Biofacets ontology. More precisely, the purpose was not to provide a comprehensive ontology that will support all potential databases before starting to use Biofacets, but rather to provide an ontology structure that can be easily updated with new concepts. Toward this objective, we combined the following research approaches to build the core Biofacets ontology:  Surveying ontologies: this includes not only standard ontologies such as GO ontology and Mesh ontology, but also task specific ontologies such as TAMBIS and Mygrid ontologies  Utilizing popular categorizations such as the categorization supporting the nucleic acid research collection [3] and DBCat categorization [60] . This will provide insight with respect to the hierarchical structure of the ontology and the concepts names to be used  Initializing the integration process with popular databases such as UniProt [61] and data centers such as NCBI. The aim is to leverage on the popularity of these databases and utilize as much as possible of their terminologies when defining Biofacets ontology terms.
Biofacets faceted scheme design
The current Biofacets portal is supported by a manually generated faceted scheme. The design is based on the study of a list of the 25 most popular databases specializing in different topics selected from the Nucleic Acid Research (NAR) database collection [62] .
The main facets identified in the study are "data-type, data-source, literature, proteininfo, gene-info, organism-hierarchical". Each main facet contains up to 3 hierarchy levels including the facet values. The facet "data-type" groups the results based on the type of the data described in the record (e.g. protein, gene, literature, alternative splicing). "Datasource" facet has two sub-facets: "NCBI-databases" and "other-databases". EBI databases facet was added at a later stage. The facet "hierarchical organism", grouping records according to their lineage information, is special in the sense that facet hierarchy is not stored locally; but it is generated dynamically by integrating the facet paths provided by each record 2 . The facets Pathway and interaction information as well as Gene ontology information where added as later stage. The total of facets currently available for researchers is 33 facets.
Biofacets performance and cache management
Biofacets is designed as a meta-search engine for biological databases enhanced with a classification mechanism of queried results. Two main factors pose a bottleneck for the overall query response time: (1) the time necessary to query remote databases and get the results back and (2) the time necessary to classify the results due to the dynamic nature of the faceted classification approach. In the domain of biology, indexing biological data seems inappropriate purely due to its sheer volume and heterogeneity; which makes the prediction of user queries an unpractical task. To reduce the impact of these factors, the solution we propose consists of (1) caching the query results, especially the most frequent queries and (2) querying all supported databases in parallel, while progressively providing the results to the user as soon as they become available.
The main role of a cache management component is to ensure efficient retrieving/storing of results from/into the cache, and appropriate cache replacement/refreshment strategies. A number of cache management schemes have been proposed and currently deployed by search engines such as Google, including [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . These strategies mainly differ in terms of what data to cache and the data refreshing/replacement strategy. Biofacets strategy is mainly dictated by the first criteria as it deals with different types of data in terms of formats and levels of processing. The aim is to balance between the time necessary for internal processing, and the space available for data storage. The solution we designed relies on storing both the internal representation (summary and extended) of the record and the URL. While the record URL is essential to retrieve the data, the argument on whether or not to store the record information locally is still in early stage.
The experiments run on a limited data set clearly show the performance gain that the approach provides when compared to "no caching" policy. These results are supported by an efficient database design and heavy indexing support. However, more experiments need to be performed to assess the system scalability with the increased number of users and queries in order to determine a tradeoff between a satisfactory query response time and a manageable database. More studies and experimental support are needed to assess the adequacy of the proposed cache based on LRU (Least Resource Used) update strategy [71] , especially as the system get deployed by the research community and the cache size limit is experienced in real time. Similarly, while the strategy of querying all supported databases seems to be appealing, especially that we provide the results to the users as soon as they are received by Biofacets, it remains to be tested to assess its impact on the system resources (see section 4).
Discussion
The Biofacets prototype demonstrates that the faceted search of biological databases is feasible. Such a tool should be advantageous to researchers. On the one hand, it provides results from many biological databases in one standard format, obviating the need for researchers to learn the varied interfaces of several biological database providers. On the other hand, Biofacets provides links back to the original data in the source databases if the researchers need to view these data. Biofacets is only a prototype and needs several enhancements. As mentioned earlier, the current facets and sub-facets were manually identified. This process of finding facets could be semi-automated. We are currently investigating the use of clustering techniques to generate the faceted scheme. The initial results we obtained suggest that the fully automated faceted generation process needs knowledge expertise to guide the clustering process. This thread of research will be the part of the future research on Biofacets.
An additional enhancement would be to allow researchers to establish their own faceted scheme and then apply this scheme to the data. This may require the use of different technologies than are currently used in Biofacets.
Biofacets currently supports only a small number of biological databases. Many more databases need to be added to its repertoire. As mentioned earlier, manual generation and maintenance of XSLT files and wrappers (to support HTML based databases) is not effective and will not scale to the numbers of biological databases available. These tasks need to be semi-automated and that work is already underway. In the context of the latter type of databases we are involved in a research collaboration that is interested in using active learning [72] to propose a new scalable semi-automated approach to generate wrappers. Finally, for Biofacets to be a truly usable tool, it needs to be accepted by the researchers who will be using it. Plans are being developed to allow various groups of potential users of Biofacets to experiment with Biofacets and provide their feedback. This feedback will be evaluated and incorporated into Biofacets as is feasible.
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